Another puzzle to try

Below is the original classic "Dad's" puzzle. You can try this also using Quzzle. The objective is to move the large tile to the bottom left corner. The solution is not provided.

Tips & Solution

Tips and the solution to Quzzle. Scroll down for progressively more tips and finally the solution...

Tip 1: The first move is large tile down.

Tip 2: The small tiles usually stay near each other but not always.

Tip 3: It takes about 95 steps to solve.

Tip 4: Paper and pencil helps if you want to cheat a little.
Tip 5: The end solution is the mirror image of the starting position.

Scroll down for the partial solution.

Tip 6: Following are the initial position and some key positions that you must pass.

Scroll down for the full solution.
Tip 7: Stop driving yourself nuts: